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Recently, an interesting superconductivity of the transition temperatures range from 7.2 to 43 K and then to 123 K in K-doped
p-terphenyl was reported, which attracts much attention. In this paper, to identify the superconducting phase from chemical
component, we have investigated the crystal structures and electronic and magnetic properties in the cases of K-doped biphenyl
and p-terphenyl based on the first-principles calculations. We found that the change of doping concentration results in a series
of magnetic transitions. Pristine biphenyl and p-terphenyl are both nonmagnetic (NM) semiconductors. Doping one K atom for
each organic molecule, the system exhibits the antiferromagnetism. With increasing the doping concentration of K atoms, however,
the spin ordering disappears and the compound behaviors as the NM metal. Thus, we suggest that the superconducting phases
observed experimentally are corresponding to the highly doping levels, which will deepen the understanding of the superconductivity
of aromatic hydrocarbons.
Index Terms— Antiferromagnetism, biphenyl, electronic structures, magnetism, superconductivity, terphenyl.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

ASED on the idea of that the interaction of electrons with
much higher excitation energy than the phonon energy
can result in a substantially higher Tc , the organic materials
were believed as candidates of high-temperature or roomtemperature superconductors [1], [2]. In 2010, the discovery
of superconductivity with Tc ∼ 18 K in potassium (K)-doped
picene accelerated the research of organic superconductors [3].
Subsequently, several aromatic hydrocarbon superconductors, such as K-doped phenanthrene, coronene, and 1,2;8,9dibenzopentacene, were also reported [4]–[6]. Among those
systems, the highest Tc is only 33.1 K [6] which was
far from the room-temperature superconductor. Recently,
however, the interesting superconductivity in potassiumdoped p-terphenyl (Kx C18 H14 ) has been discovered by
Wang et al. [7]–[9], with an amazing change of superconducting critical temperature from 7.2 to 43 K and then
to 123 K. A superconducting gaplike feature persisting to
60 K or above was observed in Kx C18 H14 by measurements of
angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy [10]. Furthermore,
the magnetization measured by Liu et al. [11] confirmed the
superconductivitylike transition at about 125 K. The remarkable superconductivity of phenyllike aromatic hydrocarbons
has attracted much attention. First, the chemical component of
the superconducting phase is an urgent need for researchers
to know. Inevitably, magnetism is also well worth studying in
such materials to understand the superconducting mechanism.
In our previous study on K-doped picene [12], we have
pointed out that the magnetism is high sensitive to the system volume. Staring from the volume generated by experimental lattice constants, the compressing volume makes the
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system stabilize at a nonmagnetic (NM) state, while the
expanding volume results in the enhancement of antiferromagnetic (AFM) character. For the system containing different numbers and arrangements of benzene rings, such as
phenanthrene, picene, 1,2:5,6-dibenzanthracene, 7-phenacene,
and 1,2;8,9-dibenzopentacene, we found that these optimized
structures are stabilized at the AFM state [13]. Especially,
the AFM spin moment is in direct proportion to the number
of C atoms in system and independent on the arrangement
of benzene rings. In K-doped aromatic compounds, the magnetism almost all originates from C atoms, while K atom does
not contribute to the magnetism. In Sm-doped phenanthrene
and chrysene [14], [15], on the contrary, Sm induces the bigger
local magnetic moment comparing with C atoms, in which the
strong magnetic correlation has not the positive contribution to
the superconductivity. Most recently, Takabayashi et al. [16]
observed the spin-liquid behavior in Cs1 phenanthrene and the
diamagnetic phenomenon in Cs2 phenanthrene.
Thus, it can be seen that doped aromatic compounds
exhibit rich magnetism except for superconductivity. However,
p-terphenyl, as well as biphenyl (C12 H10 ), is non-edge-shared
aromatic compound, different from picene, phenanthrene, and
1,2;8,9-dibenzopentacene. Then, what about the magnetism of
K-doped biphenyl and p-terphenyl? In our previous studies
mentioned earlier, all of the K contents in those systems
are fixed at x ∼ 3, which was mentioned by experiments.
What will happen when the doping concentration is changed?
To answer these questions, we have analyzed the crystal and
electronic and magnetic properties of C12 H10 and C18 H14 ,
respectively, containing different K contents based on the
first-principles calculations.
II. C OMPUTATIONAL M ETHODS
The structural, electronic, and magnetic characteristics of
Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 were systematically investigated by
using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [17] plus
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Fig. 1. Crystal structures of Kx C12 H10 viewing from different directions. Green spheres represent K atoms. (a)–(c) K1 C12 H10 , K2 C12 H10 , and K3 C12 H10 ,
respectively.
TABLE I
O PTIMIZED C RYSTAL L ATTICE PARAMETERS OF P RISTINE AND K-D OPED B IPHENYL BASED ON VDW-DF2 F UNCTIONAL

van der Waals (vdW) [18] corrections implemented in the
Vienna Ab-initio simulation package [19], [20]. The cutoff
energy for plane wave basis was set as 600 eV. All the
optimizations were performed using the conjugate-gradient
algorithm. The Monkhorst–Pack k-point grids were generated
according to the specified k-point separation 0.04 Å−1 for
relaxation and 0.02 Å−1 for self-consistency calculation. The
convergence thresholds were set as 10−6 eV in energy and
5 × 10−3 eV/Å in force.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Our previous studies [14], [15], [21], [22] have confirmed
that the GGA plus vdW correction in vdW-DF2 version [18]
can accurately predict the crystal lattice parameters of aromatic hydrocarbons. Changing the K contents in this paper,
therefore, we fully optimized the doped structures including
the lattice constants and atomic positions. Crystal structures
and lattice parameters of Kx C18 H14 have been reported in our
previous work [23]. In this paper, we emphasize the crystal
structures and lattice parameters of Kx C12 H10 . Considering
three doping contents of x = 1, 2, and 3, we searched the
optimal structures in several possible space groups. For each
doping concentration, we selected the structure with the lowest
energy to show in Fig. 1 and list the crystal lattice parameters
in Table I, respectively. Although the doped compounds display different space groups, there are two aromatic molecules
in each unit cell. The intercalating K atoms into biphenyl
and p-terphenyl crystal both make the volume expand. The
variations of K contents lead to the visible difference of the

crystal configuration. The stable K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14
show the non-coplanar features of benzene rings. There is a
tilted angle between two successive benzene rings with respect
to each other. Under other two doping concentrations, the benzene rings in aromatic molecule are coplanar. Especially,
the pure 2-D structure was observed in the K-doped case,
corresponding to K2 C12 H10 and K3 C18 H14 [23], respectively.
Staring from the crystal structures obtained, the magnetic
ground states were determined by calculating the total energy
under the NM, FM, and AFM states. Referred from our
previous studies [12], [13], the AFM spin polarization was set
as parallel within the same molecule and antiparallel between
the molecules. The calculated total energies relative to the
lowest energy are summarized in Table II. Pure biphenyl and
p-terphenyl (no doping) are both the NM semiconductor
with the big bandgap (E g ) of 3.09 and 2.61 eV, respectively. The long-range magnetic ordering does not exist in
these pure phases. After doping, similar to K-doped edgeshared cases, such as phenanthrene, picene, and 1,2;8,9dibenzopentacene [13], the FM behavior does not exist in
Kx C12 H10 or Kx C18 H14 , since the initial FM polarization is
quenched by the electronic relaxation. As shown in Table II,
both K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14 are stabilized at the AFM
ground state. Fig. 2 shows the spin densities of K1 C12 H10
and K1 C18 H14 . The AFM spin ordering is visibly observed
among the molecules. The result means that the introduction
of K atoms caused the transition from NM to AFM. At the
same time, the spin density mainly concentrates on C atoms,
which indicates that K and H atoms do not contribute to
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TABLE II
T OTAL E NERGIES U NDER D IFFERENT M AGNETIC S TATES R ELATIVE TO THE L OWEST E NERGY. M R EPRESENTS THE L OCAL S PIN M OMENT FOR AFM
G ROUND S TATE . E g I S THE BANDGAP OF THE S YSTEM AT I TS M AGNETIC G ROUND S TATE . N (E F ) I S THE DOS AT THE F ERMI L EVEL

Fig. 2. Calculated spin densities of (a) K1C12H10 and (b) K1C18H14. The
different colors of electronic clouds represent the difference of spin directions.
Iso-surface unit: 3 × 10−3 e/Å3 .

the AFM magnetic moment. Comparing the special structural
characteristic shown in Fig. 1 and presented in [22], we infer
that the tilting between two successive benzene rings drives the
AFM spin ordering of electrons transferred to C atoms from
K atoms. When the doping concentration x ≥ 2, as shown
in Table II, both the FM and AFM spin polarizations are
quenched after the electronic relaxation. Namely, the doped
system with x ≥ 2 exhibits the NM behavior. Thus, another
magnetic transition from AFM to NM was observed at x = 2
for Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 . As the doping concentration
increasing to x = 3 from x = 2, no magnetic transition is
occurred.
In Cs1 phenanthrene [16], the P21 21 21 symmetry made
phenanthrene molecules arrange an approximate triangle along the c-direction. The strong spin fluctuation
formed the spin-liquid state in Cs1 phenanthrene, while in
Cs2 phenanthrene [16] with the P21 /a symmetry, the herringbone packing was also abandoned, which leads to the
diamagnetism. The results from Takabayashi et al. [16] imply
an importance of organic molecular configuration to magnetism. In this paper, for these two magnetic phase transitions
mentioned earlier (respectively, at x = 1 and x = 2)
induced by doping, we point out that it is relation to the

crystal configuration. Based our structural optimization, all
of the benzene rings in every organic molecule are coplanar
in the optimized structures of pristine C12 H10 and C18 H14 .
But doping one K atom for each organic molecule (x = 1),
as reported in [22] and shown in Fig. 1, the K atom is at one
end of the molecule which results in the existence of tilting
angle between the two successive benzene rings. Extending the
calculation to the doping concentration of x = 1.5, we also
observed the tilting between two successive benzene rings as
well as the AFM behavior. However, when x ≥ 2, the K atoms
are symmetrically distributed on the molecular plane viewing
along the direction perpendicular to the plane. Therefore,
the crystal structures go back to the coplanar characteristics
again at the doping concentration x = 2 and keep it to
x = 3. Based on this point, we infer that the magnetic phase
transitions come from the structural variations induced by
doping. For the AFM K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14 , the local spin
moment reaches to 0.49 µ B /f.u. and 0.57 µ B /f.u., respectively.
In the previous study [13], we have reported that the local
spin moment is dependent on the number of C atoms. For
instance, the local spin moments of the AFM states of K-doped
phenanthrene, picene, and 1,2;8,9-dibenzopentacene are in
the magnitudes of 0.3 µ B /f.u., 0.4 µ B /f.u., and 0.5 µ B /f.u.,
respectively. The magnetic moment increases with the number
of C atoms, which reappears in K1 C12 H10 (0.49 µ B /f.u.) and
K1 C18 H14 (0.57 µ B /f.u.). Comparing these two kinds of aromatic hydrocarbons combing with the different of the number
of C atoms, we can conclude that the spin moments in nonedge-shared Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 are bigger. However,
when C atoms further increasing, the spin magnetic moment
could be improved to more than 1 Bohr magneton, such as
1.5 µ B /f.u.–3.5 µ B in armchair graphene nanoribbons [24].
Based on these magnetic ground states, we have calculated
the density of states (DOS) of Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 and
shown in Fig. 3. Comparing with pristine biphenyl and
p-terphenyl, the charge transferring to C atoms from K atoms
leads to the shift of the Fermi level toward to higher
energy. The electronic states near the Fermi level are mainly
contributed by 2p electrons of C atoms. Under the AFM
polarization, the Fermi level almost lies in the pseudoenergy
gap in K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14 . The electronic state at the
Fermi level is lack. Therefore, we ascertain that the superconductivity cannot occur in these AFM phases of K1 C12 H10
and K1 C18 H14 . Under the even numbered doping such as
x = 2, the DOS at the Fermi level [N(E F )] is small,
about 0.47 states/eV/f.u. for K2 C12 H10 and 1.28 states/eV/f.u.
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Fig. 3. DOS of K x C12 H10 and K x C18 H14 are presented. For K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14 , the AFM spin polarization is distinguished as spin up (↑) and
spin down (↓), respectively. For other doping levels, the NM DOS are plotted.

for K2 C18 H14 as listed in Table II. So, they exhibit the
weak metallicity. Further increasing electrons into the system,
the Fermi level shifts toward to higher energy and the N(E F )
value becomes big. To x = 3, the N(E F ) is, respectively,
3.08 and 3.57 states/eV/f.u. for K3 C12 H10 and K3 C18 H14 .
Since both Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 are NM metals as the
doping concentration from x = 2 to x = 3, then we suggest
that the superconducting phases observed by experiments are
just corresponding to the doping concentration in the range
of 2 ≤ x ≤ 3 for Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 . Moreover,
the difference of doping concentration will drive the superconducting transition temperature to change. However, for
the broad superconducting critical temperature of Tc from
7.2 to 43 K and then to 123 K experimentally observed in
Kx C18 H14 , we suppose the existence of other superconducting
modes, such as C60 and KHx , except for the difference of
doping levels.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the crystal structures and
electronic and magnetic properties of K-doped biphenyl and
p-terphenyl by the first-principles calculations. When doping
one K atom for each organic molecule into pristine system,
seen from the systemic energy, both K1 C12 H10 and K1 C18 H14
transform to AFM from the NM state. With the increase
of doping level to x = 2, both Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14

return to the NM state from the AFM state and keep the NM
behavior up to x = 3. The local spin moment is, respectively,
0.49 µ B and 0.57 µ B per formula unit for AFM K1 C12 H10
and K1 C18 H14 which are correspondingly larger than those of
the edge-shared aromatic compounds. The structural variation
is believed as the possible reason of the series of magnetic
transitions. For the electronic states at the Fermi level, both
Kx C12 H10 and Kx C18 H14 exhibit a metallic feature for the
doping concentration of 2 ≤ x ≤ 3. As a result, we suggest
that these NM metallic states are just corresponding to the
superconducting phases observed by experiment. Of course,
more future efforts are needed to identify every superconducting phase, such as 7.2, 43, and 123 K, in Kx C18 H14 .
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